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Patterning and growth control by
membrane-tethered Wingless
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Wnts are evolutionarily conserved secreted signalling proteins that, in various developmental contexts, spread from
their site of synthesis to form a gradient and activate target-gene expression at a distance. However, the requirement for
Wnts to spread has never been directly tested. Here we used genome engineering to replace the endogenous wingless
gene, which encodes the main Drosophila Wnt, with one that expresses a membrane-tethered form of the protein.
Surprisingly, the resulting flies were viable and produced normally patterned appendages of nearly the right size, albeit
with a delay. We show that, in the prospective wing, prolonged wingless transcription followed by memory of earlier
signalling allows persistent expression of relevant target genes. We suggest therefore that the spread of Wingless is
dispensable for patterning and growth even though it probably contributes to increasing cell proliferation.

Wnts are secreted signalling proteins1,2 that have been suggested to act
at a distance to control patterning and growth during development3–6.
Long-range Wnt activity has been most extensively studied in wing
imaginal discs of Drosophila4–6. These epithelial pockets, set aside in
the embryo, grow from approximately 50 to 50,000 cells during larval
stages to give rise to fully patterned wings during pupariation7–9. During
early larval life, Wingless (Wg), the main Drosophila Wnt, is initially
expressed throughout the prospective wing field to establish wing prim-
ordium10–14. At subsequent stages, Wg is produced in a narrow stripe of
cells at the dorsoventral boundary. It is thought that from there it spreads
throughout the prospective wing blade and activates target-gene expres-
sion in a concentration-dependent manner4–6. A common view is that,
near the dorsoventral boundary, high signalling activity activates senseless
expression, which contributes to wing margin fates15–17,whereas further
away, in the prospective wing blade (up to 50 cell diameters), low-level
signalling stimulates the expression of more sensitive target genes like
vestigial, Distal-less and frizzled 3 (refs 4, 5, 18, 19) and promotes growth20,21.
Although the importance of graded Wg signalling has been disputed21,
it is generally accepted that Wg needs to spread over the whole wing field
for patterning and growth. To test this assumption directly, we sought
to modify the wingless (wg) locus so that membrane-tethered Wg would
be expressed at physiological level in the absence of the wild-type form.

Patterning and growth by membrane-tethered Wingless
A fusion protein comprising the type 2 transmembrane protein Neurotactin
and Wg (NRT–Wg) has been previously shown in clonal overexpres-
sion assays to activate target genes only within expressing cells and in
surrounding adjoining cells4,22,23. As a first step towards introducing a
complementary DNA encoding NRT–Wg into the wg locus, we used
an improved protocol for homologous recombination24 to delete the
wild-type ATG-containing exon and replace it with a cassette that includes
an attP recombination site, a mCherry-encoding cDNA, and other ele-
ments (Extended Data Fig. 1a). As expected, in heterozygous larvae,
Cherry was expressed in a pattern that broadly recapitulated that of
endogenous wg (Extended Data Fig. 1b). Most extraneous genetic ele-
ments were then removed, leaving only the attP site and a single LoxP
site at the locus (Extended Data Fig. 1a). The resulting allele behaved as
a null and is therefore referred to hereafter as wg knockout (wg{KO})

(Extended Data Fig. 1a). A wild-type Wg cDNA was inserted into the
attP site, along with mini-white as a genetic marker, and the resulting
flies (wg{KO; Wg}) were indistinguishable from wild-type flies, con-
firming faithful expression of the reintegrated cDNA (Extended Data
Fig. 1d, f, g). Next, a cDNA encoding haemagglutinin-tagged NRT–Wg
was introduced at the targeted locus, using either mini-white or pax-
Cherry as a genetic marker, to generate wg{KO; NRT–Wg} (Extended
Data Fig. 1e; see Methods for details about genetic marker usage through-
out this manuscript). Notably, when grown without crowding, homo-
zygous animals that have NRT–Wg as their sole source of Wg were
viable and had normally patterned appendages and other cuticular
structures (Fig. 1a, b and Extended Data Fig. 1f–o). The wings were
slightly smaller than those of control siblings (10–12% surface area
reduction; Extended Data Fig. 1f–i). However, the arrangement of
margin sensory bristles appeared normal (as shown at high magnifica-
tion in Extended Data Fig. 1j–l), an indication of appropriate senseless
expression during imaginal development. Other target genes, vestigial
(not shown), Distal-less (immunofluorescence) and frizzled 3 (from a
gene trap) were mildly affected, with their expression dropping off
more sharply than in controls but without a noticeable consequence
on adult wing patterning (Fig. 1b). Importantly, these reporters of Wg
signalling continued to be expressed in a broad domain straddling the
dorsoventral boundary (Fig. 1c–f).

Signalling by Neurotactin–Wingless is juxtacrine
A key question is how NRT–Wg might activate target genes seemingly
at a long range. Staining of homozygous wg{KO; NRT–Wg} imaginal
discs with anti-Wg showed a restricted distribution by comparison to
that in control discs although weak staining could be detected at the
surface of cells located on either side of the main expression domain
(Fig. 1g, h). To assess whether this could be due to protein perdurance
or release (for example, by cleavage or on exosomes), we devised a
system for timed removal of the NRT–Wg cDNA. A wg{KO; FRT
NRT–Wg FRT} allele was created (FRT, Flp recombinase target)
and combined with hedgehog-gal4, UAS-flp and tubulin-gal80ts.
Transferring the resulting larvae from 18 uC to 29 uC triggered exci-
sion of the FRT NRT–Wg FRT cassette in patches of cells within the P
compartment. No anti-haemagglutinin immunoreactivity (that is,
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NRT–Wg) could be detected in the patches 12 h after the temperature
shift (red and white arrows in Fig. 1i). As residual Gal80ts activity
perdures as late as 5 h after shifting to 29 uC (ref. 25), we estimate that
NRT–Wg persists for less than 7 h and is therefore not exceptionally
stable. Importantly, lack of anti-haemagglutinin staining within the
patches also shows that no detectable Wg is released from NRT–Wg-
expressing cells. The range of NRT–Wg was functionally assessed by
analysing the expression of wg target genes (senseless and Distal-less) in
wg-null mutant clones generated in a wg{KO; NRT–Wg} background
(‘null-in-NRT’ clones). For comparison, wg null mutant clones were
also induced in a wild-type background (‘null-in-WT’ clones). In both
cases, senseless was activated within one cell diameter from the clone
edge (Extended Data Fig. 2a, b). Therefore, NRT–Wg achieves the level
of signalling required to activate senseless expression. Next we assessed
the range of NRT–Wg with Distal-less, a target gene thought to require
lower signalling activity. Null-in-NRT clones located in region 1
(clones located elsewhere will be addressed later) failed to maintain
Distal-less expression except in adjoining cells (Fig. 2b, red arrows). By
contrast, Distal-less expression was maintained throughout similarly
sized and positioned null-in-WT clones (Fig. 2a, turquoise arrowhead).
These results confirm that wild-type Wg can spread and signal over a
few cell diameters4 and that, in region 1, Wg signalling is continuously
required for high Distal-less expression. Importantly, they also dem-
onstrate that no active Wg or other functional Wnts are released from
the NRT–Wg-expressing cells.

Prolonged transcription and cellular memory
So far we have shown that NRT–Wg does not act beyond adjoining
cells and yet, extensive genetic analysis has shown that Wg signalling

is required within the prospective wing blade, seemingly far from the
source of Wg4,5,21,26. The combined effect of two processes provides a
solution to this paradox. One such process was revealed by careful
analysis of the pattern of wg transcription. This was facilitated by insert-
ing a Gal4-encoding cDNA into the attP site of the wg{KO} allele, and
crossing the resulting flies (wg{KO; Gal4}) to flies carrying UAS-GFP
(Fig. 3a). GFP (green fluorescent protein) signal could be seen through-
out the pouch until mid-third instar stage, suggesting that the ‘Wg
target cells’ are indeed transcribing wg during this period of develop-
ment. As the perdurance of GFP could lead to an overestimate of the
time when transcription terminates, we devised a Flp-gated reporter of
wg transcription, comprising wg{KO; FRT Wg FRT QF}, hs-Flp and
QUAS-Tomato (Fig. 3b). In such larvae, excision of the FRT Wg FRT
cassette by heat shock triggers expression of the heterologous tran-
scription factor QF, and hence QUAS-Tomato, in cells that are tran-
scribing wg at the time. As shown in Fig. 3b, heat shocks at early-third
instar led to clones throughout the prospective wing, while clones
induced later became spatially restricted. A similar behaviour was seen
with another reporter designed to provide a permanent record of transcrip-
tional activity at experimentally defined times (Extended Data Fig. 3b, c).
To confirm directly that wg is transcriptionally active, imaginal discs
were processed for fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) with a wg
probe. Specific signal (using the prospective notum as a negative con-
trol) was seen in the prospective wing region as late as 84 6 3 h after egg
laying (Fig. 3c; see also ref. 13). Therefore, multiple experimental
approaches showed that wg transcription is active throughout the wing
pouch during a critical period of patterning and growth (see also ref. 14),
but then recedes towards the dorsoventral boundary during the first
half of third instar. Imaginal discs of larvae carrying wg{KO; Gal4}and
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Figure 1 | Characterization of membrane-tethered Wingless expressed
from the wingless locus. a, Homozygous wg{KO; NRT–Wg} flies and one
control (wg{KO; NRT–Wg}/GlaBC) fly. b, Wings from a control (wg{KO;
NRT–Wg}/GlaBC, and a homozygous wg{KO; NRT–Wg}f ly (see size
information and details of the wing margin in Extended Data Fig. 1i–l).
c, d, Expression of Frizzled-3–GFP and Distal-less (Dll) in control and
homozygous wg{KO; NRT–Wg} imaginal discs. e, f, Fluorescence intensity
profile (grey value; arbitrary units) along lines connecting red arrowheads.

g, h, Wg immunoreactivity in a control (wild type) and a homozygous
wg{KO; NRT–Wg}disc, with corresponding transverse sections (along line
connecting white marks). i, Excision of haemagglutinin (HA)-tagged
NRT–Wg (red and white arrows) from wg{KO; FRT NRT–Wg FRT QF}
with Flp produced from hedgehog-gal4 tubulin-gal80ts UAS-f lp at 29 uC.
Low-magnification frontal view and high-magnification transverse section
along line defined by white marks are shown.
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UAS-HRP-CD8-GFP, a particularly stable reporter27, vividly illustrate
that all the cells of the prospective wing blade derive from cells that
express wg during early-third instar (Fig. 3d). The wg transcriptional
program could provide a local source of low-level protein in the pro-
spective wing blade during the first part of third instar.

Although wg transcription in the prospective blade extends later
than previously thought, it does terminate around the mid-third instar.
Therefore an additional mechanism is needed to sustain growth and
patterning without releasable Wg beyond this stage. The nature of this
mechanism is suggested from the behaviour of vestigial and Distal-less
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Figure 2 | Gene expression in wingless-null mutant patches surrounded
by wild-type or Neurotactin–Wingless-expressing cells. a–c, Expression
of Dll and Wg, as detected by immunofluorescence, in ‘null-in-wt’ (a) or
‘null-in-NRT’ (b, c) clones. Null wg mutant territory (wgCX4) is marked by the
absence of GFP. Red arrows indicate short-range activation of Dll expression by
NRT–Wg. Turquoise arrowhead highlights longer range of wild type Wg.
Purple arrowhead and yellow asterisk indicate persistent expression (memory)

in zones 2 and 3, respectively. d, Diagram showing regions in which the
behaviour of null mutant clones was analysed. Region 1 links the prospective
wing to the prospective hinge. Region 2 represents the domain straddling the
dorsoventral boundary that expresses high-level Dll. Region 3 represents the
prospective wing blade, which expresses graded, low-level Dll. Age differences
within the third instar account for disparities in disc size between b (younger)
and c (older).
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a, GFP expression driven by
wg{KO; Gal4} at different stages.
AEL, after egg laying. b, QUAS-
Tomato-expressing clones in larvae
of the genotype hs-Flp QUAS-
Tomato; wg{KO; FRT NRT–Wg FRT
QF}/Cyo. Larvae were heat shocked
18 h before fixation at the times
indicated. White arrows indicate the
presence of Tomato-expressing cells
in the middle of the prospective wing
blade, far from the prospective
margin. c, FISH with a wg probe in
wing imaginal discs obtained 84 6 3
h AEL. Red arrow indicates incipient
wg expression in prospective thorax.
White marks indicate the plane of
transverse section. White arrow
shows FISH signal in the apical
domain. d, HRP activity (detected by
DAB staining) in a late-third instar
wg{KO; Gal4}/1, UAS-HRP-CD8-
GFP wing imaginal disc. Activity is
detectable throughout the pouch
(black arrow) but not in the
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in response to changes in Wg signalling. As expected from classical target
genes, these two genes are activated by ectopic signalling activity and
their expression terminates in small patches of cells that are made unable
to respond to Wg (for example, by genetic removal of the receptors)4,5,22.
However, unlike classical target genes, their expression persists, albeit
at a reduced level, when signalling is prematurely terminated through-
out the disk or a compartment21,26. Such persistence can be seen for
Distal-less in regions 2 and 3 of null-in-NRT mosaic discs. For example,
in clones that transect the dorsoventral boundary in the central portion
of the disc (region 2), Distal-less expression was reduced but not elimi-
nated (for example, Fig. 2c, purple arrowhead). Note that high Distal-
less continued to be expressed in null-in-NRT cells located at the edge
of the clones, both in region 1 and in region 2 (Fig. 2b, c, red arrows). By
contrast, high Distal-less expression was maintained throughout simi-
larly sized null-in-WT clones (Fig. 2a). These observations further con-
firm that the NRT territory only triggers juxtacrine signalling. In region 3,
further away from the dorsoventral boundary, Distal-less expression
was essentially unchanged in ‘null-in-NRT’ clones (Fig. 2c, yellow aster-
isk), again confirming that Distal-less expression persists in this region
even after removal of Wg signalling. Persistent target-gene expression
within ‘null-in-NRT’ clones could explain their continued albeit slower
(in comparison with null-in-WT) growth (Extended Data Fig. 2c–f).
Memory of earlier signalling, which has been suggested previously for
Dpp28, could involve classical epigenetic control. Indeed, the expression
of a vestigial reporter construct has been shown to be influenced by the
presence or absence of Polycomb response elements29. Autoregulation
could also contribute to the sustained expression of target genes30.
Irrespective of the underlying mechanism, persistence of target-gene
expression could explain, in part, why wg{KO; NRT–Wg} discs con-
tinue to grow beyond the time when wg transcription terminates in the
prospective wing blade. It also suggests that during normal development,
target-gene expression within the prospective blade (region 3) does not
necessarily require Wg to spread from the dorsoventral boundary.

Organ growth and developmental timing
Even though wg{KO; NRT–Wg} homozygous flies are morphologi-
cally normal, larvae of this genotype entered pupariation with a delay
compared to controls (Fig. 4a). In addition, although they eclosed at a
near normal frequency when cultured on their own, they largely failed
to do so in co-culture with controls (Fig. 4b); a strong indication of reduced
fitness. As imaginal disc damage can delay larval development31–33, it
is conceivable that preventing Wg release could affect developmental
timing of the larva indirectly by slowing down disc development. To
test this possibility, we developed a method for tissue-specific allele
switching in second instar imaginal discs24 (Extended Data Fig. 4a, b).
Thus, we created larvae expressing NRT–Wg only in imaginal discs
(wg{KO; WTBody; NRT–WgDiscs; Fig. 4c, d). Larvae of this genotype
developed at the same rate as controls (Extended Data Fig. 4c) and
eclosed at near normal frequency when co-cultured with control sib-
lings (Fig. 4e). By contrast, larvae expressing wild-type Wg in imaginal
discs and NRT–Wg elsewhere wg{KO; NRT–WgBody; WT Discs} (Fig. 4j,
k) largely failed to eclose when co-cultured with control siblings even
though they grew into normal-looking adults when grown in separate
vials (Fig. 4l, n, p). These observations suggest that Wg release, or
signalling activity not achieved by NRT–Wg, is required in tissues
other than imaginal discs for timely development and general fitness.
Nevertheless, further analysis of wg{KO; WTBody; NRT–Wg Discs} flies
suggested that, in addition, the growth rate of imaginal discs expressing
NRT–Wg is autonomously compromised. The wings of such mosaic
flies were smaller than those of controls (223%; Fig. 4f–h and Extended
Data Fig. 4d). This constitutes a more extreme size reduction than that
seen in wings obtained from animals expressing NRT–Wg throughout
(wg{KO; NRT–Wg}; 212%). One possible interpretation is that in the
absence of Wingless release, imaginal disc growth slows down in an
organ-autonomous manner, preventing a normal size to be reached in
larvae that develop at a normal rate, as in the case in the wg{KO;
WTBody; NRT–WgDiscs} genotype. To confirm this possibility, we mea-
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Figure 4 | Tissue-specific allele switching to assess the contribution of
Wingless release to organ-autonomous growth rate and organismal
developmental timing. a, Homozygous wg{KO; NRT–Wg} animals
(70 animals, 8 experiments) were developmentally delayed (P , 0.001) relative
to control siblings (wg{KO; NRT–Wg}/Cyo-GFP; 34 animals, 6 experiments).
Larvae were grown in separate vials. b, Normalized eclosion rate of
homozygous wg{KO; NRT–Wg} larvae cultured with (130 animals,
4 experiments) or without (90 animals, 6 experiments) control siblings.
c, d, Wg to NRT–Wg conversion with vestigial-gal4 (vg-G4) UAS-Flp.
Expected NRT–Wg tissue is shown in red. e, Normalized eclosion rate of
resulting wg{KO; WTBody; NRT–WgDiscs} larvae co-cultured with control

siblings (80 animals, 4 experiments). f–i, The wings of wg{KO; WTBody;
NRT–WgDiscs} flies were significantly smaller than those of control siblings
(223%, P , 0.001) and had an incomplete margin (missing bristles; red arrow).
j, k, NRT–Wg to Wg conversion with vestigial-gal4 UAS-Flp. l, Normalized
eclosion rate of the resulting wg{KO; WTBody; NRT–WgDiscs} larvae co-cultured
with control siblings (.140 animals, 4 experiments) was significantly smaller
than that of wg{KO; WTBody; NRT–WgDiscs} larvae (P , 0.001). m–p, The wing
size and margin of wg{KO; WTBody; NRT–WgDiscs} flies were similar to those
of sibling controls (P . 0.05). Error bars represent s.d. Statistical significance
was assessed using Student’s t-test.
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sured disc size in wg{KO; WTBody; NRT–WgDiscs}, wg{KO; NRT–Wg},
and control animals at the onset of pupariation. The results showed
that Wg tethering specifically in imaginal discs causes a ,15% size
deficit (Extended Data Fig. 4e–g), a relatively mild reduction consider-
ing that growth occurs over a period of about 4 days. Another note-
worthy feature of wg{KO; WTBody; NRT–WgDiscs} flies is that their wing
margin lacked occasional sensory bristles (Fig. 4i), a phenotype not
seen in homozygous wg{KO; NRT–Wg} flies grown in optimal condi-
tions (Extended Data Fig. 1j–l). As margin specification occurs at the
very end of larval life, we suggest that in wg{KO; WTBody; NRT–
WgDiscs} flies, the margin cannot be completed for lack of time before
pupariation (see Methods for another example of wing–body asyn-
chrony). The above considerations suggest that a disc-autonomous
growth delay does not hold up developmental progression of the
organism and therefore that, at least in this instance, there is no
organ-size control checkpoint. Moreover, our mosaic analysis by allele
switching also shows that Wg release, or a level of signalling activity not
achieved by NRT–Wg (see Methods for further discussion on their
relative importance), contributes independently to ensuring timely
growth in an organ-specific manner and to pacing organismal devel-
opmental progress.

Conclusion
In this paper we have asked directly to what extent the spread of Wg,
the main Wnt of Drosophila, is required for normal development of
the wing. Transcription of wg takes place throughout wing precursors
at early stages, and later becomes restricted to a narrow stripe at the
dorsoventral boundary. From there, the protein product spreads to form
a gradient4,5,34, as expected from a morphogen. However, the require-
ment for graded expression has been questioned21. In addition, as we
showed here, juxtacrine Wg signalling suffices for extensive growth
and patterning. Early wg expression throughout the wing primordium,
along with the persistent effect of signalling21,26,35, ensure continued
target-gene expression in the absence of Wg release. We infer that these
processes contribute substantially to patterning and growth in the wild
type. Nevertheless, target genes remain responsive until late stages4,5.
Therefore, Wg spreading from the dorsoventral boundary is likely to
boost proliferation, at least in cells within its reach. Our results, along
with those of previous studies14,21,35–37, suggest that the requirement for
long-range spreading of other Wnts should be revisited. Furthermore,
our genome-editing approach and associated tools for mosaic analysis
provide a template for further investigation of other signalling proteins.

METHODS SUMMARY
All the standard fly strains used in this study are described at http://www.flybase.org
and all experiments were conducted at 25uC unless otherwise indicated. UAS-HRP-
CD8-GFP encodes a transmembrane protein comprising extracellular HRP, the
transmembrane domain of mouse CD8 and intracellular GFP (details upon request).
Gene targeting was performed with a new vector and protocol described elsewhere24.
The key elements of the targeting vector are shown in Extended Data Fig. 1a. The
homology arms used for targeting of the wg locus were amplified by PCR from a
BAC (http://www.pacmanfly.org) with primers listed in Methods. The mini-white
marker of the targeting vector was used for initial identification of candidate targeted
flies. True recombinants were confirmed by several criteria, including expression
of Cherry, the phenotype of homozygous animals and PCR (primers and protocols
described in Methods). Various constructs were integrated into the attP site of the
targeted allele with a variety of ‘reintegration vectors (RIVs)’ using mini-white or
pax-Cherry as a marker24. Both markers were used indistinctly for wg{KO; NRT–
Wg}. Immunostaining of imaginal discs was performed according to standard pro-
tocols with the following primary antibodies: rabbit anti-HA (1:1,000, Cell Signalling
Technology, C29F4), mouse anti-Wingless (1:100, Hybridoma Bank), rabbit anti-
vestigial (1:50, gift from S. Carroll), mouse anti-Distalless (1:300, gift from S. Carroll),
rabbit anti-Senseless (1:500, gift from H. Bellen), and chicken anti-b-galactosidase
(1/200, Abcam). In all micrographs, blue staining shows DAPI, a nuclear marker.
FISH was performed according to standard protocols38. Temperature shifts were
performed by transferring culture vials between incubators maintained at the
desired temperatures. Details on measuring developmental timing are provided
in Methods. For all quantitative measurements, the error bars represent standard

deviation. Samples were normally distributed. Sample size was chosen to ensure
statistical significance, which was assessed by Student’s t-test using Prism 6.

Online Content Any additional Methods, Extended Data display items and Source
Data are available in the online version of the paper; references unique to these
sections appear only in the online paper.
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METHODS
Editing the wingless locus. Gene targeting was performed with a targeting vector
and according to protocols described elsewhere24. The primers used to amplify
homology arms and to confirm gene targeting are the following: forward 59 arm,
59-GATCAGTGCGGCCGCGCCGAGAAGAGATCGCCACCACCACTCTACT
CTTTTGCACATGCC-39; reverse 59 arm, 59-GATCGCTAGCCGGCACACACA
CTCTCACACTGACACACGGGGTATGATAGATACTTCC-39; forward 39 arm,
59-GATCATGCATGGACACTGCCCGCCTCCAGCCCAGTCCCGTCCTCTGA
AGCCGCCC-39; reverse 39 arm, 59-GATCCCTAGGGCCGATCTGTTGCAATT
TCCAAATCAAACAGCGCGCGAAACGTGTGGC-39; for confirmation of 59

recombination (genomic, forward), 59-CAGCACTAAAATGGCTTCCTCCGC-39;
for confirmation of 59 recombination (vector, reverse), 59-CAACTGAGAGAAC
TCAAAGG-39 (within attP site); for confirmation of 39 recombination (vector,
forward), 59-TCGTATAATGTATGCTATACG-39 (within Gal4 Poly A); for con-
firmation of 39 recombination (genomic, reverse), 59-GTTCCCGGAATAGTTTA
GACCTC-39.

After confirmation of targeting into wingless, much of the targeting vector was
removed by crossing to a strain expressing Cre constitutively (Bloomington stock
851) (procedure outlined in ref. 24). The resulting strain, referred to as wg{KO} in
the manuscript, was used as a host for reintegration of various constructs via the
attP site. Reintegration was achieved by injecting a wg{KO} strain expressing the
PhiC31 integrase.

The following reintegration vectors (RIV) were generated: RIV{wg, mini-white}
(Extended Data Fig. 1d), the full-length wg cDNA, along with 135 bp of 59 untrans-
lated region (UTR) and 1,200 bp of 39 UTR was inserted as a NotI-AscI fragment
into RIV{MCS; mini-white} (ref. 24); RIV{FRT Wg FRT QF; pax-Cherry} (Fig. 3b),
this was obtained by cloning the above NotI-AscI wg fragment into RIV{FRT-
MCS2-FRT QF; pax-Cherry}, which is described in ref. 24; RIV{NRT–Wg; mini-
white} (Fig. 1a–c and Extended Data Fig. 1e), pMT-NRT-HA-Wg was made by
replacing the NotI-BglII fragment of pMT-Wg with a synthetic fragment (GENEWIZ)
containing, from 59 to 39, the 59 UTR of wg, the NRT open reading frame, DNA
encoding two HA epitopes, and remaining wg coding sequences (up to the BglII),
then DNA encoding NRT-HA-Wg was transferred to RIV{MCS; mini-white} as
a NotI-AscI fragment; RIV{FRT NRT–Wg FRT QF; pax-Cherry} (Fig. 1i) was
obtained by cloning the above NotI-AscI NRT-HA-Wingless fragment into RIV{FRT-
MCS2-FRT QF; pax-Cherry}, which is described in24; RIV{Gal4; mini-white}
(Fig. 3a and Extended Data Fig. 3c) is described elsewhere24; RIV{FRT Wg FRT
NRT–Wg; pax-Cherry} (Fig. 4c and Extended Data Fig. 4b), first, the QF open
reading frame was excised from RIV{FRT Wg FRT QF; pax-Cherry}with AvrII and
AgeI and replaced by an XbaI-AgeI fragment containing NRT-HA-Wg obtained
from pMT-NRT-HA-Wg; RIV{FRT NRT–Wg FRT Wg; pax-Cherry} (Fig. 4j), an
XbaI-AgeI fragment encoding Wingless was obtained from pMT-Wg and cloned
into RIV{FRT NRT–Wg FRT QF; pax-Cherry} pre-digested with AvrII and AgeI.
Immunostaining, FISH and microscopy. The following primary antibodies were
used: rabbit anti-HA (1:1,000, Cell Signalling Technology, C29F4), mouse anti-Wingless
(1:100, Hybridoma Bank), rabbit anti-Vestigial (1:50, gift from S. Carroll), mouse
anti-Distalless (1:300, gift from S. Carroll), Rabbit anti-Senseless (1:500, gift from
H. Bellen), and chicken anti-b-galactosidase (1/200, Abcam). Secondary antibodies
labelled with Alexa 488 or Alexa 555 (used at 1:200) were obtained from Molecular
Probes. Imaginal discs were mounted in Vectashield with DAPI (Vector Laboratories).
In all micrographs, blue staining shows DAPI, a nuclear marker. Staining for HRP
activity with DAB was performed as previously described27. FISH was performed
according to standard protocols38. Fluorescence micrographs were acquired with a
Leica SP5 confocal microscope. Embryo cuticles were prepared according to stand-
ard protocol. Bright field images from embryo cuticles were obtained with a Zeiss
Axiophot2 microscope with an Axiocam HRC camera. Bright field and confocal
images were processed with Photoshop CS4 (Adobe). Measurements of adult wing
size, cell density and generation of fluorescence intensity profiles in wing imaginal
discs were carried out as described previously21.
Temperature shifts to assess Neurotactin–Wingless perdurance and wingless
promoter activity. The perdurance of NRT–Wg was estimated in larvae of the
genotype wg{FRT NRT–Wg FRT QF}/wg{KO}; hedgehog-gal4 tubulin-gal80ts/UAS-
Flp (Fig. 1i). Larvae of this genotype were kept at 18 uC until late-third instar. They
were then transferred to 29 uC for 12 h to allow excision of NRT–Wg. Under these
conditions, excision occurred in groups of cells without any apparent spatial
reproducibility. To assess the activity of wingless promoter, wg{KO; Gal4}, tubulin-
gal80ts/Cyo flies were crossed to flies carrying UAS-Flp (Bloomington stock number
4539) and Actin FRT stop FRT LacZ (Bloomington stock number 6355). The pro-
geny were allowed to lay eggs for 24 h at 18 uC. The resulting larvae were kept at
18 uC and then transferred to 29 uC at the indicated stages. Larvae were allowed to

continue development at this temperature until late wandering stage, before
puparation. The timeline of this protocol is illustrated in Extended Data Fig. 3b.
In both experiments imaginal discs were then processed for conventional
immunofluorescence.
Assessing the size of wingless mutant territories. wg mutant territories were
generated with hedgehog (hh)-gal4 and UAS-flp, which trigger mitotic recom-
bination in virtually all cells of the P compartment at early stages of larval develop-
ment. In control experiments26, genetically marked wild-type tissue generated in a
wild-type background occupied half of the posterior compartment. Unlike stand-
ard heat shock-induced clonal analysis, this approach overcomes the issues raised
by differences in developmental timing between controls and experimentals. The
genotypes used to generate the data shown in Extended Data Fig. 2c–f were: FRT40
wgCX4/FRT40 ubiquitin-GFP; hh-gal4, UAS-Flp (Extended Data Fig. 2c) FRT40
wgCX4/FRT40 ubiquitin-GFP NRT–Wg; hh-gal4, UAS-Flp (Extended Data Fig. 2d).

For both genotypes, larvae were dissected and fixed at the end of the third
instar, before pupariation. At least 30 confocal planes were combined by maximal
projection. The areas of GFP-positive and GFP-negative territories were mea-
sured in the prospective wing blade (area encircled by white dots in Extended
Data Fig. 2e) with ImageJ. Over 10 discs were analysed for each genotype.
Normalized eclosion rates. For co-culture assays, eggs deposited by balanced flies
were allowed to develop in a single vial and all the eclosed adults were genotyped
(using the dominant marker on the balancer chromosome). The number of experi-
mental (non-balancer) was normalized to the Mendelian ratio-adjusted number of
sibling controls (balancer). For example, eggs deposited by wg{KO; NRT–Wg}/Cyo
gave rise to homozygous wg{KO; NRT–Wg} (experimental) and wg{KO; NRT–
Wg}/Cyo (control) flies. As these are expected in a 1:2 ratio, the normalized eclo-
sion rate was calculated as (no. of experimental animals)/(0.5 3 no. of controls).
Note that the normalized eclosion rate can be larger then 100% as balancer chro-
mosomes are likely to reduce fitness. For separate culture experiments, first instar
larvae (24–28 h after egg laying) were genotyped using GFP-expressing balancer
chromosomes. Fifteen larvae of each genotype were then transferred into separate
vials and kept at 25 uC under normal laboratory conditions. The number of eclosed
experimental flies was normalized to the number of eclosed control.
Time of puparation. First instar larvae (24–28 h after egg laying) were genotyped
using GFP-expressing balancer chromosomes. Ten to fifteen larvae of each geno-
type were transferred into separate vials and kept at 25 uC under normal labor-
atory conditions until they started puparation. The number of larvae pupariating
within a 2-h interval was then recorded. At least four independent experiments
were performed for each genotype (Fig. 4a).
Genetic markers of reintegration. Depending on experimental requirements,
two genetic markers, mini-white and pax-Cherry, were used alternately to track
reintegrated genetic elements (as shown for wg{KO; NRT–Wg} in Extended Data
Fig. 1e). We found that the presence of mini-white and pax-Cherry downstream
of the reintegrated cDNA had an equally detrimental impact on quantifiable
physiological functions such as developmental progression (see below), and orga-
nismal motility (not shown). Although the choice of marker is unlikely to be
relevant, marker usage is listed in Supplementary Notes.
Removal of the genetic marker from wg{KO; NRT–Wg} preferentially ame-
liorates developmental timing. In the main text we have referred to wg{KO;
NRT–Wg; pax-Cherry} and wg{KO; NRT–Wg; mini-white} indistinctly as wg{KO;
NRT–Wg} as they behaved identically in all assays. In preliminary experiments,
we assessed the effect of removing the genetic markers (pax-Cherry or mini-
white) by Cre-mediated excision (see Extended Data Fig. 1e for position of the
LoxP sites). We found that homozygous wg{KO; NRT–Wg; floxed} larvae grew
faster and competed more effectively in co-culture than homozygous wg{KO;
NRT–Wg} larvae (carrying mini-white or pax-Cherry), a phenotypic improve-
ment that is likely to be due to enhanced NRT–Wg expression. However, the wing
margin of homozygous wg{KO; NRT–Wg; floxed} flies were seen occasionally to
miss sensory bristles. This confirms our suggestion that a minor extension of the
growth period helps NRT–Wg flies to make a perfectly patterned wing margin.
Our evidence so far is consistent with the notion that the developmental delay of
wg{KO; NRT–Wg} animals could be due mostly to a mild reduction in expression
and hence activity. It remains to be determined whether the wing autonomous
growth defect is due to the lack of Wg release or reduced expression.
Sample collection. Animals for analysis were chosen randomly from a large
collection at specific developmental age as required. When necessary, a given
sex was studied as specified.

39. Alexandre, C., Lecourtois, M. & Vincent, J. Wingless and Hedgehog pattern
Drosophila denticle belts by regulating the production of short-range signals.
Development 126, 5689–5698 (1999).
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Extended Data Figure 1 | Engineering the wg locus to express membrane-
tethered Wg. a, Structure of the wingless locus before targeting, after targeting,
and after Cre-mediated excision. The wg{KO} allele was used as a founder line
for subsequent reintegration. b, Cherry expression in wing, leg and haltere
imaginal discs of larvae carrying one copy of wg{KO; Cherry}. c, Cuticle
preparation of a homozygous wg{KO}larva at low and high magnification
(black arrow). The phenotype is identical to that of wgCX4 homozygous
embryos39. d, Diagram showing the reintegration of a wild type wingless cDNA
in the wg{KO} to generate wg{KO; Wg} (note presence of mini-white).
e, Diagram showing the reintegration of the NRT–Wg cDNA in wg{KO}. This
was achieved using either pax-Cherry or mini-white as a genetic marker, as

indicated. f, Wing of a wild-type fly. g, Wing of a wg{KO; Wg} homozygous fly.
h, Overlay of the wings shown in Fig. 1b to illustrate the mild wing size
reduction in NRT–Wg flies. i, Wing size of wg{KO; NRT–Wg} homozygous
(n 5 14) and control (wg{KO; NRT–Wg}/GlaBC) flies (n 5 16, ***P , 0.001).
j–l, High-magnification view of the wing margin of wild-type, homozygous
wg{KO; Wg}, and homozygous wg{KO; NRT–Wg}. They are barely
distinguishable. m–o, Views of the dorsal thorax illustrate the normal
arrangement of pattern elements such as microchaetes and macrochaetes in the
genotypes indicated. Error bars represent s.d. Statistical significance was
assessed using Student’s t-test.
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Extended Data Figure 2 | Senseless expression and growth in wingless-null
patches surrounded by wild-type or Neurotactin–Wingless-expressing cells.
a, b, Expression of Senseless (red) is lost in patches of wingless mutant cells
(GFP-negative; wgCX4 homozygotes) except in the cells located within one cell
diameter of surrounding GFP-positive cells, which are wild-type cells (a) or
homozygous wg{KO; NRT–Wg} (b) (white arrows). Mosaics were created by
mitotic recombination in a way that generates approximately the same number
progenitors for the two genotypes, as described in Methods. c, Example of
mosaic imaginal discs generated as above to measure the growth of wingless

mutant territory (wgCX4 homozygous; GFP-negative) relative to that of wild
type (c) or wg{KO; NRT–Wg} homozygous (d) tissue. Wg and NRT–Wg,
detected with anti-Wg, are shown in red. e, Outline of the territory where the
surface areas were assessed. f, Quantification of the areas colonised by wingless
mutant cells (GFP-negative) in the two genetic backgrounds. On average, the
wingless-null territory was smaller in the wg{KO; NRT–Wg} homozygous
background (n 5 24) than in the wild type (n 5 20, ***P , 0.001). Error bars
represent s.d. Statistical significance was assessed using Student’s t-test.
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Extended Data Figure 3 | Activity of the wingless promoter during
imaginal disc development. a, Timing of key developmental stages at
25 uC. b, Developmental timing at 18 uC as it relates to the results illustrated
in c. c, Permanent labelling of wg-expressing cells and their descendants
at different stages of development. Genotype was wg{KO; Gal4},

tubulin-gal80ts/UAS-Flp; Actin FRT stop FRT LacZ so that the stop cassette was
only excised in cells that express wingless at the time of shifting to 29 uC
to activate Flp expression and hence excision of the stop cassette. Discs were
shifted from 18 uC to 29 uC at different stages (shown in b) but they were
fixed and stained at the same stage, just before puparation.
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Extended Data Figure 4 | Tissue-specific allele switching to determine the
anatomical origin of organismal developmental delay in Neurotactin–
Wingless animals. a, Cumulative pattern of vestigial-gal4 activity in various
organs precursors. Expression of vestigial-gal4 at any stage or place leads to
excision of the stop cassette in Actin FRT stop FRT LacZ thus marking
permanently the corresponding cells. As expected, nearly the whole wing and
haltere discs were labelled at the end of larval development. In wing imaginal
discs, only a few cells were b-Galactosidase-negative that did not overlap with
the domain of Wg expression (anti-Wg, red). In the eye antennal disc, the
patterns of Wg (white arrowhead) and b-Galactosidase expression are also
non-overlapping. Therefore, in combination with UAS-Flp, vestigial-gal4 is
expected to excise an FRT cassette throughout the domain of wingless
expression. Examination of the brain and CNS shows that vestigial-gal4 is
unexpectedly active in these tissues. b, In larvae of genotype vestigial-gal4,
UAS-Flp, wg{FRT Wg FRT NRT–Wg}/Cyo wg, most of the wg-expressing
cells in leg, haltere and wing imaginal discs, but not in the brain and CNS,
were converted to expressing NRT-HA-Wg (anti-HA; green).
c, Developmental timing in wg{KO; WTBody; NRT–Wg Disc} (vestigial-gal4,

UAS-Flp, wg{FRT Wg FRT NRT–Wg}) and control (vestigial-gal4, UAS-Flp,
wg{FRT Wg FRT NRT–Wg}/GlaBC) larvae (80 animals, 4 experiments). The
two data sets cannot be statistically distinguished (P . 0.05). d, Adult wing size
for three genotypes: wg{KO; WTBody; NRT–Wg Discs}/GlaBc obtained from
selfed vestigial-gal4, UAS-Flp, wg{FRT Wg FRT NRT–Wg}/GlaBc (n 5 16,
shown in black); wg{KO; WTBody; NRT–Wg Discs}, obtained from homozygous
vestigial-gal4, UAS-Flp, wg{FRT Wg FRT NRT–Wg} (n 5 15, shown in purple);
and wg{KO; NRT–WgBody;WT Discs}, obtained from homozygous vestigial-gal4,
UAS-Flp, wg{FRT NRT–Wg FRT Wg} (n 5 13, shown in grey). e–g, Extent of
Distal-less expression in wg{KO; WTBody; NRT–Wg Discs} heterozygotes (over
Cyo; e) and homozygotes (f). All the discs were obtained from immobile larvae
at the time of anterior spiracle eversion, an event that marks the onset of
pupariation. The extent of the Distal-less domain was estimated from the
surface area of a polygon drawn around the zone of immunoreactivity, as
shown. The results, plotted in panel g, show a mild reduction in wg{KO;
WTBody; NRT–Wg Discs}discs (n 5 13) compared to controls (n 5 20;
***P , 0.001; n.s., not significantly different). Error bars represent s.d.
Statistical significance was assessed using Student’s t-test.
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